CSE Citation Formats
Examples from Ohio State (http://library.osu.edu/help/research-strategies/cite-references/cse). Visit the OSU site or Duke’s website (http://library.duke.edu/research/plagiarism/cite/cse.html) for more examples of these types of references plus others not shown here.

Journal Article (Print)
Bibliography:
In-Text:
(Meise et al. 2003)

Journal Article (Electronic)
Bibliography:
In-Text:
(Leng et al. 2004)

Book
Bibliography:
In-Text:
(McCormac and Kennedy 2004)

Book Chapter (or Other Part with Different Author)
Bibliography:
In-Text:
(McDaniel and Valdivia 2005)

Web Page
Bibliography:
In-Text:
(Abraham Lincoln Birthplace ... [updated 2003])

1. incorrect citation format: see examples given above, check online, or check CSE manual (print copy at Stewart Library reference desk). Punctuation matters!!
2. sentence fragment or incomplete sentence
3. run-on sentence
4. genus and species names are written in italics or are underlined
5. misspelled or typo
6. subject and verb must agree
7. language must be parallel
8. antecedent to a pronoun is not clear or is missing
9. This is an original research article (primary reference), available in electronic form at the publisher’s website or digital archive such as JSTOR. This reference does not count as a stand alone website.